
PODCAST CREATIVE MANAGEMENT
AUTOMATED VETTING



Industry Pain Points

Ad Operations are burdened with 

the manual processes and back 

and forth communications

Podcast Ad Sales spend too much 

time vetting and lose revenue with 

slow response rates from shows

Shows do not want the headaches 

of one-off vetting requests and 

constant disturbance

Agencies receive piecemeal 

information and are frustrated by 

slow response times



Our Podcast Vetting Solution automates 
your manual vetting process.



Proven to be at least 3x more 
productive than manual vetting 
processes

Use customized network tags for 
categorizing shows

Vet all shows at one time per ad 
campaign / advertiser

Receive alerts and digests with clear 
responses and outstanding action items 
needed 

Create automated approvals based on 
historic vetting approvals

Ad Ops Benefits



Ad Sales Benefits: 

Submit larger & monetize more shows

Quickly vet shows through pre-vetted 
status and new vetting requests 

Proposals and revenue will no longer be 
constrained due to slow vetting 
responses 

Confidently sell more shows and ask for 
a larger share of budget 

Receive immediate feedback on a 
rejection (allows you to find a possible 
solution to save the budget)



Agency Benefits

Agencies Will be seen as a more 
professional organization

Customers will no longer have to track 
you down to get an answer

Customers will start receiving your RFP 
days earlier compared to your current 
process

Customers will begin counting on you as 
a go-to network 
for brands and agencies



Receive alerts and reminders on 
opportunities with multiple ways to 
respond by email or app 

Use digests of all open opportunities to 
easily approve campaigns 

Provide tangible feedback on personal 
endorsements or rejections of 
opportunities

Stay organized with multiple parties 
involved with show

Keep track of all past vetting history

Show Benefits



Results

Streamline Ops
Create efficiencies and reduce 
overhead

Build Dataset

Collect and store all history for shows 

and automate future decisions

Grow Revenue 

Respond faster to RFPs and with 

greater information for better 

activations

Scale the Network

Confidently work on expanding 

your network



COMING SOON…

PRODUCTION WORKFLOW AUTOMATION &
AD TRAFFICKING INTEGRATIONS


